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Responses/ Comments on “RD Burman-LP-Subhash Ghai” post. 

Girish Iyer    submitted on 05 February 2010 

 
The fact is that Subash Ghai did not have even the courtesy to inform to R D Burman that he was being replaced. This hurt 
Pancham very much. 
 
Besides I dont agree with you either on Ram Lakhan being LP's career best musical score nor Ram Lakhan's music being excellent. 
  

R D Burman would certainly have come up with a fantastic and memorable score for Ram Lakhan. 
 
Girish Iyer 
  

  

 bobbysing submitted on 05 February 2010 

 Hi Girish, 

Thanks for visiting and Ya, you are right that Pancham was hurt much due to this incident. 
 
But LP did come up with a brilliant score in Ram Lakhan......there is no doubt about that. And I consider this, not there best ever but 
surely one of the best socres of their long bright career. 
 
I am a great fan of both RDB and LP. 
But if R D Burman had done "Ram Lakhan", then it surely would have been a different score, but cant say about better than LP. 

Keep visiting.....! 
Cheers! 

  

 
sanjay sharma    submitted on 18 February 2010 

 
There is no comparison between RD and LP... 
 
who listens to the music of Ram Lakhan today? Do you? 
 
RD was a master and his music timeless. Only people who do not understand music can make such comparisons. 
 
Also, no serious music lover can be a fan of both RD and LP at the same time.  
 
I do not think you have an in depth understanding of RD's music. 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 18 February 2010 

 Hi Sanjay, 
Welcome to my site and Thanks for writing in. 
 
From your comment it seems that your are true fan of RDB. 
But so am I too and humbly speaking there is no comparison being made in my said article between anyone. 
 
Frankly, its great to be a loyal fan, but  that doesn't allow us to ignore the memorable work done by the other composers in the Hindi 
Film Music. In fact a true music lover will go on and appreciate every single great song he listens to irrespective of its composer or 
singer. 
 
Yes, I do listen to Ram Lakhan music even today as I find, "O Raam Ji Bada Dukh Dina" and its other gems as something great 
done by the duo with some brilliant Indian arrangements and orchestrisation. The amalgamation of "My name is Lakhan" coming out 
from the inner notes of all the other songs in the movie, was a great thoughtful work indeed. 

May be you didn't like it and thats fine as we all have different tastes and likings. 



But actually its the time which has changed a lot in this current century. Gone are the days when all these composers named above 
and more really used to call each other personally to congratulate on their latest brilliant work. 
 
But now is the time when we are just interested in proving who is the better one among them all. 
Anyway it was great reading your comment, knowing that you love RDB a lot. 

If you can spare some time, I would like you to read another article of mine on RDB at the following link, which may prove my love 
for the maestro too. 

http://www.bobbytalkscinema.com/recentpost.php?postid=postid010510062652 

Cheers!  

  

 
Ruchir    submitted on 17 March 2010 

 
R D Burman is one of the best Music Composer not only in India but across the World. 
 
His only limitation was he could never be a Mediocre.  
 
However there are also some professional ethics which must be observed. In this case it did not happen with the giant like R D. 
 
I am happy R D Burman has never come down but he has elevated people to high taste. 
 
R D was the only one having his own Cult. And I believe in the cult of Pancham. 
 
R D is R D. 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 17 March 2010 

 Thanks Ruchir for visiting the site and a valuable comment. 

Keep Visiting......! 

  

 
sudesh kumar    submitted on 13 April 2010 

 
Yes I agree, RD would have come out with a different score but LP's music was also a big hit and, I read it somewhere, helped HMV 
in re-establishing its place in music market when it was being dominated by T-series. Bada dukh dina is certainly amongst LP's 
better compositions. Use of sitar and Lata's voice. Really great! 

  

 Tajwinder Singh    submitted on 18 April 2010 

 
Well I just have to say one thing only you have seen how many CDs and DVDs have come up with RD Burman's hits after his death 
and fans have been asking for more but I have not seen anything like LP's hits or unmixed or any other. 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 18 April 2010 

 Thanks for your comment Tajwinder.... 
 
You are right in you observation but I think that in no way reduces the importance of body of work done by L-P.  
 
Apart from this I would only like to say that it was these poeple only who mercilessly neglected the maesto called RDB in his last 
years and then started coming up with his compilations and CDs right after his death. 
 
This practice is very natural and a routine particularly in our part of world that a person and his works are always recoganized after 
his death only. Actually all the music companies are more interested in making RDs Cds particularly because his music has the 
sound of today. His arrangements were way ahead of his times and therefore work fine even today in all those high fi systems in the 
rooms of all the youngsters. But at the same time the brilliant works of all the other great masters may not turn up so fine in sound 
and quality in those systems. 

But answering your question, if nobody is coming out with the collection of the works of great L-P then this is not LPs loss but its the 
loss of whole of our current generation, who are not being served with the works of every genuine musical master from the Hindi 

http://www.bobbytalkscinema.com/recentpost.php?postid=postid010510062652


Film Industry. Its really a pity that the current generation is not even familiar with the names of all the masters of our Golden Past. 

Still, there is hope and there are people who love music and are ready to devote their time and efforts towards the 
same. Me and many more movie buffs like myself are there to provide the youngsters all the info and material if they are really 
interested from their hearts. So, it takes only a mail to start with.......Good Luck! 

Once again thanks for your comment and Cheers! 

  

 Rajeev Gautam    submitted on 23 September 2010 

 
Subhash Ghai is the biggest hypocrite this bollywood industry has ever produced he did not the have the courtesy to inform RD 
Burman ( God of music) that he is taken off from Ram Lakhan. 
 
This double standards did hurt Pancham a lot and he suffred a heart attack later and eventually died few years laters 
 
But strange are the ways of GOD that all Subhash Ghai movies have now started flopping at box office so its sweet revenge from 
GOD. 
 
Rest in peace pancham da you are immortal and you will live for ever in hearts of millions. 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 25 September 2010 

 Thanks Rajeev for your honest comment.......and Keep Visiting.....Cheers! 

  

 
Hindu    submitted on 30 October 2010 

 
RD was the greatest ever. 
 
If only I could turn back the clock.........Subhash deprived Music lovers of the world the greatest music! 
 
Imagine if Pancham was alive we could have had 100 more melodies to die for! 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 07 November 2010 

 Sure Friend, he was a true genius who really could have given a lot more to the world.......But thats what we call life and 
destiny........... 

Thanks for writing in and Keep Visiting......Cheers! 

  

 
zarak khan   Nil submitted on 04 November 2010 

 
I think this site is dedicated to RDB. Subhash Ghai never used RDB in his films as he was more comfortable with LP. Besides LP 
has given superhit music to all the Ghai's films. There is, therefore, no truth in the above mentioned story. 
LP was the best music director as compare to RDB. 
  

  

 bobbysing submitted on 04 November 2010 

 Hi Zarak Khan, 

Thanks for writing in but I would like to say that I am a big big fan of LP and their out of the world, incomaprable capability of Indian 
Orchestrisation. So there is nothing against anyone being discussed here. 

Please consider this article only as a unbiased info of a sad event, otherwise for me LP and RDB were both one of the few musical 
stalwarts of our Indian Film Music. 

Keep Visiting and writing in.......Cheers! 

  

http://nil/


 
mithilesh kumar    submitted on 07 December 2010 

 
thanku sir 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 08 December 2010 

 Thanks Mithilesh for your visit and writing the kind comment! 

Keep Visiting.........Cheers! 

  

 
Ajay    submitted on 09 March 2011 

 
1) Yes !! Subhash Ghai, as a professional film maker, should have informed RD about not doing "Ram Lakhan" with him.  
 
2) As compared to LP's previous scores of mid sixty to late eighty.."Ram Lakhan" not no match to it. It was good music but not the 
best of LP..If you list out 50 BEST Albums of LP ..."Ram Lakhan" will not even find the place in it. 
 
3) Subhah Ghai has hyped media..and he loves to be in print/electronic media. Music lovers and media are given more importance 
to the combo of Subhash Ghai & Laxmikant-Pyarelal..I am of the opinion..the combo of Raj Khosla & Laxmikant-Pyarelal was much 
better in terms of long partnership, quality of music, super hit film music..."Anita", "Do Raaste", "Mera Gaon Mera Desh", "Kachche 
Dhage", "Prem Kahani", "Main Tulsi Tere Aangan Ki" or "Dostana"( as a director only),,,have better music of LP than that of 
Subhash Ghai's excepting "Karz" and "Hero".. 

  

 ganesh    submitted on 05 September 2011 

 
Hi, 
Interesting threads out here. RD no doubt is great but how can a true music lover discount LP. I find the orchestration of LP 
unmatched by any music director. We dont meausre popularity by how many people like it but also how well the songs are made. I 
can enumerate innumerable LP songs which are played even now to great effect everywhere in India. In fact the great Mod rafi has 
been best used by LP. Not RD who preferred kishore d 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 09 September 2011 

 Hi Ganesh, 
Thanks for visiting and writing your valuable comment on the ongoing discussion. 
And yes both are masters of their own art and deserve equal respect and admiration from the true music lovers. 

Do Keep visiting and writing in. 
Cheers! 
HIS BLESSINGS 

  

 Jay    submitted on 10 February 2012 

 
Laxmi-Pyare worked with almost all reputed music directors (with the exception of O. P. Nayyar and Shankar-Jaikishan) of the 
1950s. In 1953, they became assistants to Kalyanji-Anandji and worked with them as assistants till 1963. They worked as music 
arrangers for many music directors including Sachin Dev Burman (in Ziddi) and also for his son Rahul Dev Burman (in his first film 
Chhote Nawab). Laxmi-Pyare and R D Burman remained very good friends, even when Laxmi-Pyare started giving music 
independently. R D Burman played mouth organ for all songs of Dosti.  
 
Above info has extracted from the internet. 
 
My point is, RDB and LP were friends throughout. We should cherish the beauty of their work rather than spreading poison in the 
minds of music loving public of the country, in some way or the other. 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 11 February 2012 

 Hi Jay, 



Thanks for your comment but the article is a informative write-up and not written for any of the purpose which you have stragely 
deduced as per your own understanding. 
Any article can be taken in both the ways, and its your choice if you want to see the negative side of it or the positive. 
Perhaps you havent read other articles at the site and just stumbled upon this one only and made your mind. 

For your information -  
this write-up is included in a section called "DID YOU KNOW" which deals in TRIVIA related with Bollywood. 
and as I understand any TRIVIA is neither negative nor positive.  
 
A TRIVIA is as it happened in the past........an information neither saying good or bad about anyone.............and the 
deductions are all yours. 
 
Anyway if you can spare time, then you are invitied to read other articles at the site too, which you may like. 
Thanks for visiting and writing in. 
Cheers! 
HIS BLESSINGS 
  

  

 
sujeet    submitted on 16 May 2012 

 
RD in his life was exploited by producers and directors. People earned crores of rupees by his divine music talent but at the time of 
down fall.........., u all know nassir hussain, lakshmikant p., asha bosle. They all made distance with great r.d. 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 16 May 2012 

 Hi Sujeet, 
As it is said that SUCESS has more friends till it lasts. So its all part of Life. 
But RDB did deliver once again in "1947 A Love Story" when shown full confidence in him by Vidhu Vinod Chopra. 
 
So he did have his Swan Song for the nation and didnt go silently as a MASTER of HIS ART. 
 
Cheers to RDB with HIS BLESSINGS 

  

  

 
anurag gupta    submitted on 17 June 2012 

 
I feel that there is no comparison between R.D and L.P. 
L.P compositions for Raj kapoor(bobby,satyam shivam sunderam,premrog),Manoj kumar (shor, roti kapra aur 
makan,kranti),subhash ghai,raj khosla,shashi kapoor(utsav),yash chopra(daag),manmohan desai,L.V.Prasad and all giants like 
V.Shantaram and others are remarkable.  
 
His classical compositions like sur sangam,bhiravi,sargam,nache mayuri,ishwar,sant gyaneshwar are extra ordinary. Best songs of 
Kishor kumar like mere mahboob qayamat hogi,gadi bula rahi hai,yeh jiwan hai and lot mores came through L.P. Who can forget 
chithhi aayi hai from Pankaj udhas,dhun with mehandi hasan and talat aziz ..Best club melody like aa jane jan with lata mangeshkar 
is 100 time better than Monika o my darling. They have coposed best songs of industry with lata mangeshkar rafi and mukesh. 
 
R.D always copied his father for gulzar like in izazat and copied madan mahan style of Mausam for Ghar and other following of 
gulzar.He also copied lot of hollywood and spanish, italian and mid east composers.He developed a mix style of indian with western 
compositions. 
He can never be compare with shanker jaikishan,madan mohan,naushad,khayaam ,hemant kumar,and L.P. 

L.P is far better than him. I am surprised How can we compare them. 
L.P have been honoured with various international and national level awards. Last year Pyarelalji was invited for a prestigious 
presentation and award in Newyork from U.S govt. but our media didn't gave much coverage so we are unaware. 
  
Regards 
Anurag 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 19 June 2012 

 Hi Anurag, 
Thanks for your comment but if you can go throuh the comment chain here then you would find that I have been repeatedly saying 
that this post is not written for any comparison to be made between the masters. 
Its just an informational article written to make music lovers aware of the actual incident which happened and that is why it is 



included in the "DID YOU KNOW" section of the site like a TRIVIA. 
 
So once again I request the readers to see the post in the right perspective. 
 
Thanks for writing in and Keep Visiting. 
 
Cheers! 
HIS BLESSINGS 

  

 
Abhishek    submitted on 29 June 2012 

 
I have gone through with the complete article and i found it quite interesting : 
 
Let me tell you this, comparisons do come to our mind when we think about masters like Tendulkar\Gavaskar, Mohd Rafi\Kishore 
kumar, Maradona\Pele etc. and genuinely I don't think there is any harm in any doing so as we are just appreciating their body of 
work actually.As far as RD Burman & Laxmikan Pyarelal concerned - 
 
 
I do think Laxmikant Pyarelal combo is not as popular as RDB today because people preferred RD due to Kishore kumar, Kishore 
fans were the primary listeners of RD. 
It's not that KK did not sing for LP (Mere Mehaboob Quayamat Hogi, Mere Naseeb Mai ai dost, Meri umar ke naujawano, mere dil 
me aaj kya hai) but people preferred music of RD burman\Kishore Kumar over LP\KK today (Kuch to log kahenge, O majhi re, Pyaar 
deewana hota hai, Aane waala pal, Meri bheegi bheegi si, Kiska rasta dekhe, Diye jalte hain, Chala jata hoon, o hansini, Mere naina 
sawan bhado, musafir hoon yaron, zindagi ke safar me) and the list is truly endless. 
 
Apart from above fact i think LP has done a tremendous job as a music composer and you can analyse this with below movie lists 
for which LP composed wonderful music - 
 
Karz [Best LP's album], Shagird, Daag, Hero,Bobby, Ek duje ke liye, Naam, Milan, do raaste, Farz, Hero.  
 
 
Some of there gems were - 
 
Suno Sajana Papihe Ne 
Hum To Tere Aashiq Hai 
Bade Miya Deewane 
Wo Hai Zara Khafa Khafa 
Sawan Ka Mahina 
Chhalkaye Jam 
Chup gaye taare nazaare 
Ab Chahe Maa Roothe Ya Baba 
Ik pyar ka nagma hain 
Ye mulakat ik bahana hain pyar ka silsila puran hain 
Mai shaayar to nahin 
Lambi Judai 
Hum bane tum bane ek duje ke liye 
Hawa Hawaii 
 
 
But in the 70's RD burman was hard to beat! 
 
Teesri Manzil (60's), Hare rama hare krishna(70's), Amar prem[Best RDB's album], kati patang, Caravan, Yaadon ki baarat, 
Parichay, Jawani diwani, Aap ki kasam, Aandhi, Hum Kisi Se Kum Nahin, Ghar, Love story (80's), sanam teri kasam, Betaab, Ijazat, 
masoom, Saagar, 1942 a love story. 
 
Rdb had great command over classical & different kind of music too - 
 
Raina beeti jaaye, Piya bawari, Beeti Na Bitai Raina, Mera Kuchh Saamaan etc, Roz roz aankhon tale, Do Naina aur ek kahani, Aur 
kya ahad-e-wafa hote hain, Katra katra milti hai. 
 
 
Some of Rdb other gems were - 
 
Tumne Mujhe Dekha 
Rimzhim gire sawan 
Tum aa gaye ho noor aa gaya ha 
Do lafzon ki hain 
Ek roz mai tadap kar 
Wado karo nahin chodoge 
Chand mera dil 
Aap ki aankhon mein kuch 
Raat Kali Ek Khwab 
Maine tujhe maanga tujhe paaya hai 
Jaa ne jaa dhundta phir raha 



Tujse naraz nahin zindagi 
Kya yahi pyar hai 
Tumse milke , aisa laga tumse milke 
Dil ne kaha chupke se 
 
 
In the late 80's when Rdb was low in his career and LP were rising again with movies like - Utsav, Karma, Naam, Mr India, Hum and 
offcourse Ram lakhan :). 
(though none of the movie has great music compared to Karz, Shagird or Do Raaste.. LP's earlier compositions) but yes that was 
the time when taste of music was changing and LP moved with the wind accordingly. 
 
Bappi Lahiri's Disco music was another reason of failure of RD burman music in 80's. 
 
I am very impressed with RD's last composition - 1942 love story music as it shows the transition from 70's to 90's. Like they say 
leave the best for the last! 
So both RDB and LP have different approach towards music but the end result is same - some great compositions for music lovers. 
 
I would like to close with the fact that "Boss Kaun Hai" Jhankar Beats... 
 
Keep rocking :)  
 
Cheers,  
Abhishek 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 03 July 2012 

 Thanks a lot for your detailed explanatory comment Abhishek. 
And I am sure it will help the readers a lot to have a proper understanding of the happenings. 
 
Keep visiting and writing in. 
Cheers! 
HIS BLESSINGS 

  

 
cp    submitted on 30 July 2012 

 
People always rate LP so high because they have done so many films than any other music directors. But my point is LP produced 
good music overall but not great as Shankar Jaikishan, Naushad, madan Mohan, OP Nayyar etc. It is also not true that they 
produced better music than SJ for Raaj Kapoor, Kalyanj ji Anandji for Manoj Kumar and Madan Mohan for Raj Khosla. Throughout 
their career they tried to become Shankar Jaikishan but failed misrebly. They produced maximum number of songs for Lata and Rafi 
than any other music director but could never produce the class of Madan Mohan, Shankar Jaikishan, OP nayyar, Ravi, SDB for rafi 
and Lata(except OPNayyar, who never worked with Lata) Again they could never produce songs to match RDB's Amar prem, Kati 
Patang, Parichay, Tesri manzil, Ham Kisi Se kam nahein and Kalyanji Anandji's Saraswatichnad, Jab Jab Phool khile, Safar, Kora 
Kagaj, Blackmail, Don, Mukkadr Ka Sikandar, Qurbani etc. 
 
The great Directors like Raj Kapoor, Raj Khosla,LV Prasad etc were masters of their trade LP's music as well as the story of the 
films they directed were good it is not that LP's music was the main highlight of the movies they directed. yet there were many other 
talented directors like Prakash mehra, Shakti Samanta, ramesh Shippi, yash Chopra, BR Chopra, nasir Hussain etc who have not 
worked with LP but produced musical hits with other music directors. So LP were good music directors but their other 
contemporaies like RD Burman and kalyanji Anandji were also equally good and talented. LP wre simly overrated due to their 
presence till 1990's to this new gereration. 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 02 August 2012 

 Thanks Cp for your comment but As said many times before I would like to remind you again that this post has nothing to do with 
any comparison between talents at all........so I hope it is not taken, analysed or read with that kind of mindset. 
 
Cheers! 

  

 
joy christie    submitted on 29 October 2012 

 
Well it was a destiny. Also it was a hard luck of SGhai not have taken RD and not RD"S hard luck. 
Yes I do agree that SGhai ( if he is gentleman who understands sentiments) should have informed RD about the same. 
Pancham would have not been heart broken. 
Pancham has created history in bollywood music which will never be done again. 
Jai Pancham 

  



 bobbysing submitted on 07 November 2012 

 Yes, you are absolutely right Joy as S.Ghai should have explained the situation to RDB in person like a professional 
gentlemen........May be he couldnt convey this due to any personal or other good reason..........! 
But since we are not aware of that particular reason till now so at this moment the culprit remains Mr. Subhash Ghai, and the 
incident reveals a lot about his way of working and own persona. 

HIS BLESSINGS 

  

 
paresh 

merchant    
submitted on 09 November 2012 

 
 

 

The fact is that Subhashji should have ethically informed R D Burman Saab of the change in selecting the music composer. 

 

Though LP have composed excellent tunes and hit numbers, I feel that Pachamda's music score for some of lesser known and flop 

movies such as Joshilay,Gurudev,Bullet,Zabardast etc. was a saving grace.Take for eg. Manzil MAnzil.It was not such a hit but the 

songs were a life to this film. 

 

Music composers in Bollywood cannot be compared buth they have unique style of composition and R D Burman's recording clarity 

with respect to Bass Guitar( Bade Dil Wala,Sanam Teri Kasam and Ashanti) was crisp and fabulous which only a few of the earlier 

composers could reproduce taking into consideration that R D Burman's songs were recorded at Film Centre and Mehboob Studios 

for all the major hits he gave. 

 

Paresh 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 10 November 2012 

 Hi Paresh, 
Thanks for your comment but if you read the discussion in the comments above then it has already been cleared that this post is not 
at all related to any compariosn of two geniuses.............its just posted as an important lesser kown Trivia related to the career and 
life of RDB. 
 
Keep Visiting and Writing In, 
Cheers! 

  

 
Lalit Bhushan 

Gupta    
submitted on 18 May 2013 

 
THE ABOVE SAID MATTER SHOWS A REAL PICTURE OF OUR FILM INDUSTRY.BECAUSE SUBHASH GHAI IS NOT THE 
ONLY PERSON WHO TREATED THE GENIUS DURING HIS BAD TIMES IN SUCH A WAY BUT MANY OTHHER FRIENDS AND 
COLLEAGUES ALSO CHEATED RD DURING HIS BAD PHASE. 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 19 May 2013 

 Yes Lalit Bhushan, this does show the dark side of the Film Industry which is just interested in the ones who can deliver and the 
moment they cant, the doors get closed. 
 
Anyway, thanks for writing in and I hope you would love reading more articles too here in the various sections of the site. 
Cheers! 
  

  

  

 
sumit sharma    submitted on 03 June 2013 

 



I think R-D should have done Raam Lakhan and this discussion would have never occured and am sure RD ( with original tunes and 
music) could never do half of what L-P created......... I ve been a great Rd fan since my school days and i was shocked rather 
shattered when i found all the top songs of RD's carrier for which R D is remembered are copied from west ( few exceptions) R D 
cant be compared to L-P as there is a huge difference between a composer and a recreater L-P is a music composer on the whole 
and was awarded as asia best arranger.  
 
R D can be compared to bally sagoo but one thing to be noted is Bally sagoo recreates an old song with new singers and beats and 
does it openly and RD steals a westren tune add hindi lyrics with little instrumentization whch a mideocere MD can do and calls it his 
own creation. 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 16 June 2013 

 Dear Sumit, 
Please understand that the post is not meant to degrade or do any kind of discrimination between the maestros. For me its more 
important that we appreciate all the masters for their individual qualites instead of making a merit list of them vetically. So please 
consider this post just as a valuable TRIVIA on Bollywood as they say. 
 
Cheers! 

  

 LALIT BHUSHAN 

GUPTA    
submitted on 16 June 2013 

 
My dear Sumit, 
I think you are totally wrong. R D created his first tune at the age of just 9.This shows how genius he was.I am researching on hindi 
film music since 1987. I found R D BURMAN--KHAIYYAM--S D BURMAN--MADAN MOHAN were unparelled.R D was number one. 
BUPPI LAHIRI,RAJESH ROSHAN, JATIN LALIT, SAPAN JAGMOHAN AND VISHAL BARDWAJ were highly influenced with R D 
BURMAN'S music.  
 
R D BURMAN was the only music director with 80 musicians and you say RD's compositions with little instumentization. So dear 
Sumit, please improve your knowledge regarding music. 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 01 July 2013 

 Dear Lalit Bhushan, 
There is no denying of this very fact and your are very right in pointing out so. 

Cheers! 

  

 RAHUL GARG    submitted on 16 June 2013 

 
Bhai Lalit Bhushan I am hundred persent agree with you. There is no need to prove the versatility of god of music SHRI R D 
BURMAN. If we listen to the radio of seventies and today's FM we can find the maximum songs of R D.You are again right as 
CHALTE CHALTE of Buppi Lahri, PYAR MANGA HAI TUMHI SE of Rajesh Roshan, TU LALI HAI SAWERE WALI of Sapan-
jagmohan, PEHLA NASHA PEHLA KHUMAR of Jatin-Lalit and BIDI JALAILE JIGAR MA of Vishal Bhardwaj are just like RD 
BURMAN type of music.  
 
WHO CAN FORGET THE SIZZLING MUSIC OF AMAR PREM, ARADHANA, GHAR, KATI PATANG, MASOOM, HUM KISI SE 
KUM NAHIN, KHEL-KHEL MEI, IJAJAT, SHOLEY, AAP KI KASAM, 1942-A LOVE STORY, BETAAB, JAWANI-DIWANI, SAAGAR, 
TEESRI MANZIL, PARICHAY, KINARA, AANDHI, KUDRAT, MAHAAN, YE WAADA RAHA, BADE DIL WALA, DEEWAR, DO 
CHOR and many more. 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 01 July 2013 

 Dear Rahul Garg, 

Thanks for your comment and as I said earlier RDB has his own unmatchable contribution to Indian music and so do the other 
genius of Hindi Films too. So there is no question of any delibrate comparisons to rate anyone better or smaller here very humbly. 
Moreover the article being discussed here was not written from that angle at all. 

Cheers! 

  

 



Sudhir Suvarna    submitted on 18 July 2013 

 
Hi Bobby,  
Initially, I thought that this is another of those RDB fan club bashing LP. Glad that you have been neutral. I started listening to RDB 
because of my peers and was a big fan of RDB. It was only after I researched LP's treasure that I discovered that they were the best 
of all till date....No other composers have matched their versatility, melody, adaptability and long staying power in Hindi Film Music. 
Till date, I only listen to LP. 
 
There is a Laxmikant Pyarelal fan club group on Facebook if you may wish to join. 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 23 July 2013 

 Hi Sudhir,  
Thanks for understanding the right intention here of writing a Trivia and not taking sides. Plus I hope you would love reading many 
more articles at the site too. 
Regarding the LP Fans FB Group I am already a member and reading the posts from long. 
Really Glad to see you here and keep visiting. 
 
Cheers! 

  

 
Yogesh Suresh 

Nagavekar    
submitted on 29 July 2013 

 
Dear friends , I am listing R D veeeeeeeeeerry much, and I think that R D music standers & quality is very high about his tune, 
sound recording & also effects, . R D was great composer in film industries, R D not only compose the song but also composed Title 
song , Theme music , back round music & effects , all these quality never get in all music directors of hindi cenema. All of you 
compare L P with R D, it is very bad joke . It is highly impossible that LP never touch to R Ds music destination, LP never gave a 
good music [ Better is a big word to L P] than R D in his whole life. It was born talent At this day we listening R D any where & any 
time around us , not L P & Others.  
I Love You Pancham 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 31 July 2013 

 Dear Yogesh Suresh Nagavekar, 
Thanks for posting your comment here but a normal practice at the net is to post a comment without reading the whole thread which 
might clear any confusion in the mind of the reader in the first place only. 
 
Anyway, as mentioned in the comments several times before here I am once again writing it to clarify your doubts. 
 
"If you can go throuh the comment chain here then you would find that I have been repeatedly saying that this post is not written for 
any comparison to be made between the masters.Its just an informational article written to make music lovers aware of the actual 
incident which happened and that is why it is included in the "DID YOU KNOW" section of the site like a TRIVIA. 
 
There is no effort being made to appreciate one and pull down other as is being assumed. 
Because for me both RDB and LP are true masters of their art with their own specialites and skills displayed succesfully over many 
decades. Hence they both should ideally be rememberd as two equally respectable and lovable stalwarts of Indian Film Music of the 
last century who are going to live through their memorable music forever. 
 
And I hope that should clear the confusion once again." 
 
Cheers! 
HIS BLESSINGS 

  

 
Diptendra 

Adhikaree    
submitted on 09 August 2013 

 
Subash ghai is the main cause of rd burman depression....he does not have right to play with the emotions of rd burman.........in my 
opinion LP are also not bad but RD Burman is the god of music..........................Even today's generation music directors are the 
follower of rd burman music style...................always miss you burman saheb from my heart.......Kaash mein aapko mil paata my 
idol. 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 16 August 2013 

 



Thanks Deeptender for sharing your views and I can truly understand the passion you have for The Genius. 
Cheers! 

  

 
LALIT BHUSHAN 

GUPTA    
submitted on 14 August 2013 

 
DEAR DIPTENDRA----If you will read the page number 305 of the book on RD (RD BURMAN THE MAN-THE MUSIC) you will find 
the main culprits were LP not SUBHASH GHAI. SACHIN BHOWMICK had asked GHAI why you left RD for RAMLAKHAN and 
signed up LP instead. GHAI told him that LP had told him that if he signed up RD they would not henceforth work with him.We all 
know that RD and LP were intimate friends. This hurt PANCHAM greatly.  
Later PYARELAL of LP confirmed that they told GHAI not to take RD and if he did so they would not work with him thereafter. RD 
was loyal to his friends but friends betrayed him. DEAR,please read page number 305 of above said book written by ANIRUDH 
BHATTACHARJEE and BALAJI VITTAL. Also watch a documentary film on RD (PANCHAM UNMIXED) by BRAHMANAND SINGH. 
I LOVE U R D. 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 16 August 2013 

 Thanks Lalit Bhushan Gupta for sharing this valuable info about the book-text as it will help many friends reading this post, reach the 
right conclusion. 
 
Cheers!  

  

 
Rajni Gupta    submitted on 15 August 2013 

 
Dear Lalit Bhushan Ji, 
Above said book shows the dark side of modern world and of our film industry that how people had driven a genius composer to 
solitude, insanity and death. Not only the above said persons made RD unhappy but there were so many colleagues and friends of 
RD who deserted him in the bad phase of his life. You just wait and watch the forthcoming five hours documentary film on RD 
(BEYOND PANCHAM) by BRAHMANAND SINGH. 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 16 August 2013 

 Eagerly looking forward to see this new documentary Rajni Gupta and thanks a lot for sharing the info about it with all friends here. 
Cheers! 

  

 
Diptendra 

Adhikaree    
submitted on 15 August 2013 

 
Dear Lalit,  
Thanks for fact......but no body can Challenge RD Burman. 

  

 LALIT BHUSHAN 

GUPTA    
submitted on 16 August 2013 

 
Dear Diptendra You are absolutely right that there was only one RD and there will never be another RD.Its our bad luck and 
misfortune of all real music lovers that we couldnot get all that music which RD had created during his bad phase of life and stored 
as dummy because of his untimely death. Like you I am also a obsessed fan of R D BURMAN the genius maestro. LOVE U BOSS! 

  

 anurag gupta    submitted on 23 August 2013 

 
Dear All, 
When we see and go through cinema of 1990,1991,1992 (ram lakhan release year) and further, we get worst phase of music life of 
RDB doing movies like Jeene Do, Dushman, Drohi etc having very poor compositions. Subhash ghai was at his best that period and 
being pure businessman he didn't took risk of failure. 
LP were always better than RD since 1963 being nominated for 25 times for their excellent compositions, getting many times 
filmfare awards(only criteria to judge superiority that period), so he switched again to them. See the result of it. 
 
Subhash ghai always followed Raaj Sahab who never liked to work with RDB or KA. He always worked with greats like SJ or LP, 
sometimes with talented Ravindra Jain. Also Manoj kumar, V. Shantaram, Raj Khosla and all real greats always worked with great 



LP only. So feel the difference. 

  

 SANJOY DHAR    submitted on 25 August 2013 

 
Subhash Ghai is a bania (streetside businessman) self proclaimed music pandit, who only know showmanship! It's therefore quite 
expected that professional ethics and honoring other respected personalities was not in his dictionary.  
 
Some of the comments above point that since RD was passing through a bad phase and LP delivered consistently, SG had 
obviously preferred LP. How come Vidhu Chopra took the risk? Both Parinda and 1942 had phenomenal music. Till date Tumse 
milke and kuchhna kaho are most sought after songs. 1942 was a flop miserably but the songs recovered the cost of the film. Vidhu 
Chopra didn't do any favour to RD. But he relied on his musical sense and knew what genius RD was.  
 
LP indeed was a great composer who had numerous hits to their credit but 90% of the songs are now outdated, the hard reality that 
the LP followers should start accepting! RDs creations are timeless and technically 100 times ahead of his contemporaries. He is 
the only genius among the whole band of Bollywood composers who got international attention. Therefore a pony like Subhash 
could hardly make any scratch to his career graph but yes RD was extremely ill fated to have borne in a country which didn't stand 
by him when he desperately needed! 

  

 LALIT BHUSHAN 

GUPTA    
submitted on 27 August 2013 

 
Dear Sanjoy--- You are again 100% right. No composer can be so versatile as maestro R D BURMAN was.I like your explanatory 

comments.Again i want to add that who listen the music of RAMLAKHAN now-a-days.But the music of KATI PATANG,AMAR 

PREM,AAP KI KASAM,KHEL KHEL MEI,SAGAR,IJAAJAT,SHAN,HARE RAMA HARE KRISHNA,1942 A LOVE 

STORY,ROCKEY,BETAAB,LOVE STORY and many more are matchless and inimitable. 

  

 LALIT BHUSHAN 

GUPTA    
submitted on 27 August 2013 

 
Bhai Sanjoy Dhar---I am hundred percent agree with your comments on the versatile genius shri R D BURMAN JI. Its really 
unfortunate for us that we could not get more music from Pancham because of his untimely death. A hearty salute to you my dear 
for your great knowledge of music. 

  

 SANJOY DHAR    submitted on 27 August 2013 

 
@Anurag- Before making any wild allegation about a genius like RDB please do your home work properly. RD had been inspired by 
Western tunes but he successfully improvised every tune and came out with a fresh composition. LP too was not far behind! He 
bluntly copied from Brown Girl in the ring by Bonny M in Tere namke hum diwane hai (Judai). In the title track of Karz which was a 
smash hit he copied " We as love" by george benson. Take" juma chumma dede " a straight lift from" Tamma Tamma" by Mori 
Kante. Bappi lahiri too copied the same. So wake up and stop making stupid comments! As far comparison with RD - RDB is the 
boss, sabka baap hai...... There is no question of comparison between him and the whole band of Bollywood composers right from 
Naushad to AR RAHMAN! 

  

 anurag gupta    submitted on 28 August 2013 

 
Hello, 
It would be insult of naushad,SJ,SDB,Madan mohan and LP,if some one compare all them with RD. 
RD's conscience would know that he was not good like legends SJ,madan mohan.his father SDB,and specially LP.If we come to SJ 
and LP,both have unmatched sense of symphony and rhythm. 
Filmfare awards that time were only recognition of quality and wisdom both.25 nominations and seven awards to LP says its story 
itself.SJ scored music in around 180 movies in 22 years and received maximum 9 times awards.They were the receipient of the 
award in 1950s for bootpolish in canne film festival.It was our first international award.They were popular in former USSR,middle 
east and even USA. 
SJ and LP work is considered as benchmark in music industry. 
I marvel at the amazing complex orchestration of LP coupled with changes of rhythms mid songs from drums switching to tablas and 
then back again. 
Lp has worked with most of the great and successful producer/directors/actors like Raj kapoor,raj khosla,manoj kumar,subhash 
ghai,V shantaram,yash chopra,manmohan desai,lv prasad,J om prakash,mohan kumar,raj kumar kohli,K vishwanath,barajatyas and 
many more.List has no end but it is really doubtful that any other composer has worked as many prominent directors and 
successfully composed music of different flavors. 
RDB could not match even his father's parameters in whole life. 
LP and SJ are best overall and what other says is nonsense. 
regards 



anurag 

  

 rajeev    submitted on 01 September 2013 

 
Hi guys  
 
Oops !! Seems like I am a belated visitor to this site, dint know bout it  
Anyway ,, without getting into endless arguements its pretty clear that RD is immortal . However I am writing to put the record 
straight.  
 
I knew RDB very well and would really love to shre my knowledge about what actually happened .... But can't do it on public forum , 
its not fair to RD uncle nd neither to LP or Ghai  
Only thing I can say here is that RD did not pursue music as business unlike every other composer , for him it was just his life and 
rm lakhan episode contributed to a great degree to his eventual heart attack and subsequent problems  
 
Worse was to follow..... he was more heartbroken when he realised that he was the only one ghai did not invite to the pre release 
party of khalnayak at a bombay 5 star . Every other name from bombay film industry was there ....  
Fyi, RD plyaed the most critical role in patching up LP when they broke off in 1990 and this inspite lack of courtesy shown to him by 
ghai nd LP during ram lakahan  
 
RD probably is amongst world's best composers and is s subject matter of some serious research across the world and that should 
say it all  
I must stop here , may be we will shre few things in person god willing  
 
My salutes to the great man RD  
Thanks  
 
Raju  
Bombay 

  

 rajeev    submitted on 01 September 2013 

 
And yeah ........ By the wy I don't think subhs ghai had any musical sense . To my mind LP"s music for karz ( a movie touted by ghai 
in 1980 as sound of the century ) was cheap. In fact rishi wanted RD to compose karz and I am sure you guys can only imagine the 
stuff RD would have produced for Karz . Quick exmples, you just have to listen to " tuzasa hsi dekha na kahi " from Harjaee ( 1977 
recording ) or sun jara shokh hasina ( from harjaee again ) or Chhodo sanam kahe ka gham " from Kudrat ( 1979 recording ) or title 
track of Burning train ( 1977 recording ) or mera pyar shalimar from shalimar ( recorded in 1977 ) or ishq meri zindgi hai ( from yeh 
wada raha arecorded in 1980 ) . All these songs and many many more were recorded before karz was.  
 
My point is if ghai hd any musical sense and wnated to treat his audiences with seriously good music he would have signed RD 
Burman - cant think of anyone else in the world  
 
Instead he gave kachra to us and in typical loud ghai style hyped it up to make money. 
Down with ghai  
 
I think some guys got to listen to dosto se pyar kiya by usha uthup on the title track of shan besides pyar karne wale by asha from 
shaan or tracks of Abdullah and ali baba chalis chor all of which were recorded way before karz 
 
Any comparison with LP ?????? Who listens to karz anyway ?? Even rishi had privately said he dint like the music - too strident and 
cacophonous. 

And talking about ghi's " lack of musical sense " . Very evident in choosing LP for Karz , probably they all are jealous people trying to 
score points gainst RD but filing miserably . Have ghai and LP heard RD's astonishing songs like " tumhe chhod ke mar jane ko dil 
karta hai " from basera ( recorded in 1980 ) or " ae mere aavaj ke dosto " from aamne samne ( 1980 recording ) or maine kaha tha 
mai aaoonga " from aamne samne or aa dekhe zara from rocky ( by the way recorded in 1979 ) 
 
There are countless others - far too many to mention here 
There was a strong lobby working against RDB and this man was always like I will answer them with my music.  
This is the difference between RD and others - its a difference at the core -  
Anything LP or Ghai can evvn drem about ?????? 

Raju 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 05 September 2013 

 Thanks a lot Rajeev Ji for posting your valubale comment here, which would surely clear the confusion to many. 
However as stated many times before, I would once again like to mention that this post was only written as a TRIVIA with some rare 
information for those who never knew about it. 
But unfortunately many fellow readers took it into a completely avoidable and unjustified arena of Comparisons which was never the 



intention or purpose behind the post. 
However feeling helpless in this context I can only say that in Hindi Film Industry every gifted music director of the Golden Era has 
his own unique place which can neither be compared nor rated as less or more in terms of their contribution made to the Hindi 
Cinema. 
 
So I hope the post is considered here from that angle only without any comparison as such. 
Cheers! 

  

 
anurag gupta    submitted on 03 September 2013 

 
Dear, 
If RD was greater than LP and SJ then why his 90% hit songs are straight copied. 
have a look on some of examples which will proof his talent (lesser than even anu malik). 
 
Katra katra(izazat) from jeff wayne's horsell common and the heat ray, jab tak hai jaan(sholay) from jomeh by googoosh, sagar from 
paul mc cartney, the burning train track from christmas carol's the first noel, aa dekhe jara(rocky) from eve of the war by jeff wayne, 
ek main aur ek too(khel khel mein) from elvis presley, sanam teri kasam from a song of bob azam, tera mujhse hai pahle ka nata koi 
from the yellow rose of texas by elvis presley, kaisa tere pyar (love story) from i have a dream (ABBA), tumse milke(parinda) a 
straight copy of when i need you (leo sayer), mahbooba (sholay) from say you love me by demis roussos), chura liya hai (yadon ki 
barat) from its tuesday this must be belgium(walfer scharf), mil gaya (hum kisi se kum nahin) by mama mia (ABBA). 
 
This list is endless and I have doubt that any other composer from Naushad to great A R RAHMAN has copied songs in such 
manner. 
His all the so called great compositions are copied.That is why he could not become first choice of all great directors like Raj 
kapoor,manoj kumar,raj khosla etc. Why we should blame subhash ghai,since we have some great compositions from his movies 
like hero, ram lakhan, khalnayak, karma etc. 

  

 sumit sharma    submitted on 03 September 2013 

 
R D first movie bhoot bangla two songs copied still flop and L-P's first movie Parasmani a low bugdeted movie all songs original and 
chartbusters .....that speaks volumes about knowlegde and talent of L-P. 

  

 LALIT BHUSHAN 

GUPTA    
submitted on 03 September 2013 

 
Dear Rajeev, Very well explained about great R D. No other composer could even touch his versatility. But many composers 
adopted his style. A big salute to you for your comprehensive and polished knowledge about music. 

  

 rajeev    submitted on 06 September 2013 

 
dont want to get personal and apologise if anyone is offended but it would take me too much time to count off the amount of music 
LP has copied ... even that they could not do properly coz of their lack of technical knowledge  
 
dont think Ghai has any music sense and i think it was good that Ram lakhan went to LP - it is ghai's loss ... 
 
besides no composer must work with Raj kapoor to prove his musical prowess ...  
 
but a composer is surely great if he has worked with Gulazarbhai, basu chatterjee, basu bhattacharya, ramesh behl, ramesh sippy, 
hrishikesh mukherjee, dev anand, vijay anand, shakti samanta, nasir hussain .... 
 
RD's first break came from great Guru dutt at age 18 ... music for the movie " Raaz " was recorded in 1958 but movie could not be 
completed due to Guru dutt's personal problems then  
 
Anyway music of Prem rog is amongst the worst sound i have ever heard in my life and same goes for satyam shivam .. bobby was 
okay in parts ...  
 
wish to point out some factual errors....RD did two movies with raj kapoor saab - dharam karam and biwi o biwi ....he was offered a 
few more movies by RK including Bobby but RD could not do it ....( randhir kapoor and rishi kapoor were closest friends with RD and 
for general information raj kapoor and RD met frequently, Raj saab persuaded him to do dharam karam )  
 
and with Raj khosla RD did several movies including Sunny which khosla saab himself said was his best musical ... he said he 
wished he did more work with RD Burman  
 
to understand RD's musical genius people should read what naushad saab said about RD Burman  
 
it is not RD vs LP issue ... it never was ...they had their own niches  
 



thanks and best rgds 

  

 Arunava 

Dasgupta    
submitted on 06 September 2013 

 
LP done very good job,but There can never be R. D. Burman and no one should try to be another R. D. Burman. 

  

 Ishaan Aurora    submitted on 06 September 2013 

 
Pancham and LP were fantastic musicians. They have touched heights that no body would touch in a million years to come. I am 
not sure what exactly happened so I would not be able to comment. I am obsessed with Rahul Dev Burman. However, I am not 
even for the moment suggesting that LP was not good (RD is my favourite). 
I think the songs Pancham created especially with Kishore Kumar and Rajesh Khanna are undoubtedly the best pieces of Indian film 
music and are unparallel. His music epitomises unrelenting sweetness. 
PANCHAM WOULD STAY FOREVER, HE WOULD NEVER BE MATCHED WITH ANYONE AND WOULD BE AN EXAMPLE TO 
FOLLOW FOR EVERY MUSIC DIRECTOR 

  

 rajeev    submitted on 06 September 2013 

 
Dear lalitbhai 
 
thanks so much for your kind words ... 
 
I dont mind these guys criticizing RDB ... i have spent personally far too muchy time with RD uncle to even rerspond to the "Fake 
Criticism " some guys are putting out .... the so called " COPY " list put out is completely false ... RD took just 2 bars for katra katra 
and burning train track is original ... the x mas carole song is Teri hai zameen tera aasman " which was meant to be a carol song ,, 
but seems like that these guys havent heard Burning train title track coz it is beyond anybody's imagination to compose such track 
...few people can understand that work ....i can only marvel at ignorance of these people but they should realise that if they knew 
how RD worked they would really enjoy music  
 
dont want to talk about LP or their music - also knew them very well, still in touch with pyarebhai ( a great arranger n terrific pianist 
but a bad composer - no comparision with basu chakravarty, manohari signh, maruti rao, sapan, deepen, bablooda ...forget 
comparisions with RD ) ....dont want to talk much about laxmibhai  
 
there wont be any composer like RD ever and that why everyone follows him  
 
rajeev  
 
ps : my knowledge isnt much but whatever i know comes from RD uncle 
  

  

 rajeev    submitted on 07 September 2013 

 
Hey guys  
 
It is so nice to know RD is ruling so mny hearts ... What supprt he is getting !! That's called real impact ..that's what he has done , he 
has left behind a treasure and we are still trying to understand it .... His music is still growing - in the hearts and minds of people all 
over the world ... He is the most reserched and studied composer in the world. Lot of foreign musicologist are working on projects to 
document his musical abilities  
 
Sorry to say but I don't see that happening for anybody else  
 
I think this should say it all and shut the debate RD vs LP .... - no comprision between them and therefore debate debating is 
useless 
 
Keep enjoying RD and our lives will be richer , Thanks guys for all this greta words you put out for RD uncle .  
 
Man !! he deserves them , he was treted badly while he was alive but this is god's classic way of gettiing a person his due ........ 

  

 anurag gupta    submitted on 07 September 2013 

 
Dear all, 
please don't take it personally,because every one has his own choice of liking. If some one says that satyam shivam sundaram and 
prem rog has bad compositions and very much mediocre songs of hum kisi se kam nahin,carvan etc are superior, then it is o.k. 
 



Every music lover knows 25 nominations,7 filmfare awards and 174 songs in finals of binaka geet mala is what. 
LP were far ahead to RD in all 60s,70s and specially 80s(when no one was asking RD.) 
The whole copied songs list is available in 100 plus web sites. 
 
This is all fake story that people and foreign musicologists are researching on RD even pyarelalji was honored in a foreign university 
last year. 
Our most of the youth directors are recreating their music magic in their movies like tezab song in nautanki sala, tayyab ali song in 
once upon in mumbai, chalbaj song in ek main ek aur tu, kareena kapoor in a song of bobby in a ad, varun dhawan in accha to hum 
chalte hain etc. Ranbir kapoor will dance on karz's song in his forthcoming movie. 
 
LP's compositions rules our heart. 
They are far ahead to RD,even SJ,Madan mohan,khayam ,hemant kumar,naushad,SDB are 100 times better than RDB. 
 
We are fool comparing such greats to a copycat. 
Really great LP in knowledge,success ,melody and stability. 
anurag 

  

 rajeev    submitted on 08 September 2013 

 
Hi Bobby 
 
Thanks a lot for your blog and comments  
 
Well, I am sorry for breaking the code .......but you are doing such a great job of blogging ,,  
 
I agree that you did not intend to rake up a controversy writing this blog but intended to inform bloggers about what transpired 
between these people - but don't you think you have done a great job .... Look at the response you are getting  
 
And it was important that crass behavior displayed by few LP fans ( of course they are very very few indeed thankfully ) had to be 
countered  
 
by now it must be clear to " LP fans like anurag gupta " that people are interested in anything to do with RD and no one wants to 
know about LP even if " they bought 25 nominations " . It doesn't matter , does anyone remember LP music even from those 25 
movies ??!! Nope . Not even the journlists ( no names ) on LP payroll to write paid reviews wouldnt remember that crap music  
 
I frankly think LP fans are feeling embarrassed now, they have realised that they lacked good taste in music - it is their problem if 
they lack class , if they can't respect greta people they shouldn't at least hurl personal insults at someone as great as RD who 
anyone knew him will tell you was amongst the best human being around  
 
 
Like I said I have known RD uncle since my childhood and writing from knowledge  
 
I wish I cud really tell you about the many explosive things from bollywood but it is not fair to discuss personalities on public 
platforms 
 
I can only say with humility that it would be next to impossible to find a person like RD Burman and I am not tlking about only his 
awesome musical genius but as a pure human being . God has stopped making them like RD 
 
The ultimate truth is that RD prevails and will kepp growing even more in future , no young people even know who LP are and that's 
the fact so called LP fans have to accept 
 
But they have one choice to redeem themselevs - They can seek penance by beginning to accept RD's class and enjoy some of his 
music  
 
Boss .. You plese keep writing about RD and I hope I can contribute insights I have gained thru my personal knowledge . I think your 
blog followers may appreciate that  
 
Thanks and my best wishes to you bobby  
 
Rajeev 
Mumbai  
 
Ps : My special thanks to sanjoy, lalitbhai and many others who have displyed genuine passion writing their response . Thanks guys 
for the respect n love you have shown to dear RD - hope we all can connect sometime to discuss him 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 19 September 2013 

 Hi Rajeev, 
First of all thanks for your kind appreciative words and yes I do feel great seeing this response to my article. 
However at the same time I am a bit dispapointed too for being taken as a platfrom to compare and criticise two masters of our Hindi 
Cinema in such a manner. 
So would soon be taking a decision regarding all these comments soon. 



 
But regarding RDB, here are few links of 2 other articles at this site on the maestro, which I am sure you would love reading too. 
 
1. Panchan Unmixed. 
http://bobbytalkscinema.com/recentpost.php?postid=postid010510062652 

2. 4th-January 
http://bobbytalkscinema.com/recentpost.php?postid=postid010412132622 
 
About sharing many explosive things from bollywood, I would appreciate if you can share them with me on my 
email bobbysing@gmail.com and then I will try that the valuable info reaches all the readers in the right perspective. 
 
Waiting for your reply/mail. 
Cheers! 
HIS BLESSINGS 

  

 
rajeev    submitted on 09 September 2013 

 
Hi Anurag 
 
Boss your opinions nd " lck of knowledge " makes me laugh. 
 
Don't think you will ever gain the ability to understand things in its right perspective . No point arguing with you especilly since you 
are totally outnumbered as it is. 
And we understnd bad losers like you need to be given some chance in life  
 
Bro, happy listening & I hope their music is still available for you coz don't see it anywhere  
 
Cheers! 
 
 
 
  

  

 rajeev    submitted on 10 September 2013 

 
The least LP should have done would be to bow down and allowed RD to continue with ram lakhan . But then both subhsh ghai and 
LP are notorious for being short on "ethics "  
 
Fyi ......It was RD who intervened between laxmibhai and pyarebhai when they separated in 1990 much after ram lakhan ... He 
settled their dispute and ordered them to come bck together .....That is what RD is ... So please stop criticiizing RD without being 
aware of facts. 

  

 LALIT BHUSHAN 

GUPTA    
submitted on 10 September 2013 

 
Dear Anurag Ji--- Its true that every composer has his own style of music. I am not rating LP lesser than other composers but its 
really ridiculous when somebody like you wants to degrade RD (the most versatile genius)by making wild allegations. It really hurts.  
 
RD need not prove his versatility because what today's music directors are composing is all RD'S contribution to the film industry. 
Dear sir-By making allegations on the maestro RD BURMAN, you are degrading yourself. I request you sir,please watch the 
documentry film on RD (PANCHAM UNMIXED)by Brhamanand Singh. And think with a cool mind what an irreparable loss we have 
suffered because of untimely death of inimitable musical king JANAB RAHUL DEV BURMAN. 

  

 anurag gupta    submitted on 11 September 2013 

 
Hi rajeev, 
It is very funny that if some one likes SJ or LP,he lacks taste and if he goes for RDB he has good taste. 
You are expressing your views only,I am giving you news. 
 
My analysis is based on facts available to you also in many websites. 
You are also denying facts of copied list which is available in many sites,it means you are fully baseless and don't want to face 
truth,very much biased and lack knowledge.All our genius like shreya ghoshal,alka yagnik,kavita krishnamurti,mannadey(who called 
them music university) and lot of southindian directors along with manoj kumar,ramanand sagar,raj khosla j omprakash,V 
shantaram,manmohan desai,shashi kapoor lacks taste because their favorite composers were LP,only you have good taste .Very 
big joke? 

http://bobbytalkscinema.com/recentpost.php?postid=postid010510062652
http://bobbytalkscinema.com/recentpost.php?postid=postid010412132622
mailto:bobbysing@gmail.com


 
See the first impression in film industry parasmani of LP and chhote nawab of RDB,every one is aware of it. Who dominated 
60s,70s and specially 80s with the extraordinary compositions still sung in TV shows,music nights everywhere. 
 
It is pity to see the results of RDB compositions in 80s,which replaced him by bappi lahri who was a better copycat. 
People following RDB are not ready to accept the facts of his copying capacity and his bad compositions in 80s,whether he was 
good with few good compositions in 70s which were average in comparison to LP songs like 
shor,bobby,abhinetri,anurodh,satyakam etc. 
 
He could not compose songs like satyam shivam sundaram, sursangam, utsav, sant gyaneshwar life long. 
I don't know personally RDB or LP so i am not giving any personal comment like you. 
I love only SJ and LPs music due to its melody and high standard quality. 
I also love to listen MM, Khayam, SDB and Ravi but overall SJ and LP are my favorite.  
Please no one should be personal with his choices, I along with crores of fan following of LP loves their creations. 

  

 rajeev    submitted on 14 September 2013 

 
Hi anurag 
 
There you go !! .... Thanks for accepting that since you don't know these ppl personally you have gleaned your info from third prty 
sources , that says it alll .......  
 
About musical taste or LP's work I agree its personal choice but well,,,,, no more comments - how much you can one say about 
garbage trash  
 
Good luck to you boss , happy listening overloud noise and cacophony. 

  

 anurag gupta    submitted on 22 September 2013 

 
Dear, 
Every one from us get and collect knowledge and information from third prty sources like books,websites etc, input own assessment 
and experiences and then giving reviews in form of output.There is nothing new in it,even bobby singh and all other followers are 
doing same.It is not mandatory that some one has some personal connection,only then can it possible. 
I don't want to go for a word war with low standard words like garbage trash. 
Lot of people in world condemn and abuse all greats so if you are doing same,there is nothing new. 
I will like to ask every one if LP work is garbage ,since it is too superior in terms of quality and success both,what would be RDB's 
work,a shit? 
Good luck to you also and don't try to listen LP because it can harm you. 
It is said in North india that a dog can not digest deshi ghee. 
I am a chartered accountant and will always like to argue with a educated person. 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 23 September 2013 

 Dear Anurag Gupta, 
Thanks for your comment showing the understanding but Its really sad to see that the post which was written just to share a 
valuable information being used to criticise or condemn two great stalwarts of our Industry from opposite ends. 
 
However to show my love for both the masters, the following are two links of my old posts on Laxmikant Pyarelal as I gave the links 
for RDB in response to the other comment. 
 
1. From Assitants To Masters 
http://bobbytalkscinema.com/recentpost.php?postid=postid040509074826 
 
2. The unheards antras of "Zindagi Ki Na Toote Larhi" from KRANTI. 
http://bobbytalkscinema.com/recentpost.php?postid=postid090913022301 
 
And I am sure you would love reading them both. 
 
Further disappointed with the proceedings here I am going to compile all the comments on this post till date in a PDF file, which will 
be available for download and would be meant for only those die hard fans who are willing to read more seriously. 
 
But frankly I would not like the youngsters of todays net age to read all these comments which might result in building a different 
viewpoint about these gigantic musical names, even before they get to hear their melodious works in their lives. 
 
Would really do it very soon and to mention it again I love both RDB and LP for their works which purely remain as an oxygen to my 
remaining years of life, unarguably. 
 
Cheers! 
HIS BLESSINGS 

http://bobbytalkscinema.com/recentpost.php?postid=postid040509074826
http://bobbytalkscinema.com/recentpost.php?postid=postid090913022301


 


